North Torrance Optometry Insurance Agreement

NORTH TORRANCE OPTOMETRY
Frame and Lens Policy

LENSES
A change in frame style is not considered a valid reason for a REDO of lenses for any insurance. The
patient will be responsible for the cost of the new lenses.
A one-time lens redo and refraction will be granted, free of charge, within 90 days of the original date
of service.
If a patient chooses to downgrade their lens options (examples can include, but are not limited to
changing from progressive to bifocal or single vision or removing antiglare coating or transitions tint)
no refunds will be given. However there will be no charge to get the lenses re-done.
Any upgrades to the original lens options must be done within 90 days from the original date of
service. The patient must pay the usual and customary fee for the upgrade.
After 3 months, the patient must pay in full for any new lenses.
Lens Warranty
If your lenses are treated with a premium scratch resistant coating or anti-glare coating, and they
scratch due normal wear, we will replace them free of charge one time within a 24-month period
from the purchase date. Lens replacement must be in the original prescription.
FRAMES
If a patient decides to change the frame style after lenses have been made, it must be returned in new
condition. The patient will be responsible for a restocking fee of 20% of the original retail price
before any insurance coverage or discounts.
If the patient selects a more expensive frame the difference in price will be the patient’s
responsibility. If the patient selects a less expensive frame, no refund will be given.
Frame exchanges are not allowed after 30 days from the original date of service.
EyeMed insurance doesn’t allow frame exchanges under any circumstance.
Frame Warranty
If your frame gets damaged under normal wear and tear conditions, we will repair or exchange it free
of charge one time within a 24 month period from the purchase date. This warranty does not cover
lost, stolen or discontinued frames or parts, and it is voided if the frame is glued or taped.


For TC Charton and Tom Ford: the same warranty applies for a 12 month period from the
purchase date.
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